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Introduction 
AgriProFocus Uganda Innovation Communities on Access to Finance and Youth In Agribusiness (i.e. SNV,  

GIZ, Agritera,  Trias, ICCO, The Hunger Project, Uhuru, AMFIU) in collaboration with; the West Nile 

partners; AFARD, West Nile on Line, Self Help Africa, Technoserve, West Nile Youth Network, SNV YES 

Programme, CEGED, Arua NGO Forum, ZOA, CEFORD,  Caritas Arua, Red Cross, CREAM-WN, ACAV  

organized a two day Agri-finance fair in West Nile region Arua District on the 17th and 18th August 2016 

aimed at facilitating a business to finance linkages between  youth entrepreneurs and financial service 

providers  as well as  creating a platform to jointly find smart solutions to agri-financing for the youth in 

Uganda.  

Participation 
The fair was dubbed under the theme; “Scaling up Agri-finance opportunities for youth in Uganda”. Day 

one comprised of a workshop and ongoing exhibition while day two was entirely for exhibition. The two-

day event attracted 794, where 453 participants on day one (172 male and 281 female) and 341 people 

on day two (203 male and 138 female). This was far beyond what we had expected, for our target for both 

days was 500. This is attributed to the great support from the regional partners who played a big role in 

mobilization. 

Table showing participants in attendance 

Participation by 
Gender  

Male Female Total Target  % Achieved  % Female  

Day 1  172 281 453 300 151% 62% 

DAY 2 203 138 341 200 171% 40% 

Total 375 419 794 500 159% 53% 

Exhibitors comprised of:  Banks (5), insurance (3), regulatory authorities (2), agribusiness (12), and youth 

in agribusiness (6), hence total number of exhibitors was 27. 

Deliberations from the workshop 
Day one 

Richard Mugisha welcomed the participants on behalf of the country coordinator AgriProFocus Uganda 

Lucy Asiimwe Twinamatsiko. He said that in order to stimulate an enhance farmer entrepreneurship 

AgriProFocus in conjunction with partners is committed to continually provide a platform for knowledge 

and experience sharing, support agribusiness and financial linkages as well as peer to peer learning. 
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The vice chairperson Arua district local Government, Hon. Genesis Acenwa officiated at the opening of 

the event and rolling out of the Agricultural and rural finance platform.  His speech highlighted the 

following: 

 Youth should embrace the practice of forming themselves into formal groups and associations 

 Youth should change their attitude towards agriculture, for it pays 

 Stakeholders working with youth should be innovative and go into untapped areas 

 Families should instill good morals and values to their children and have manageable family 

sizes 

A number of presenters shared information and held discussions during the workshop namely: 

 Gabriel Kamuge, Rural Finance specialist - “Financial planning & management: Bets practices 

for agri business investments” 

 Mawanda Robert, Project coordinator for Youth entrepreneurship facility, ILO - “Agri-

financing opportunities: Accelerating Youth Investments in Agri business” 

 Albert Mulele, Centenary Bank Arua – “Experience of the Capital Venture Fund” 

 Julius Ochaya, MGLSD – “Experience of the youth Livelihood Fund” 

 John Makosya, UIA “Risk management in agriculture value chains” 

 

Below is a summary of the cross cutting issues from the various sessions: 

 Need for youth to change attitude towards agriculture and programs targeting youth 

 Need to take interventions and opportunities to youth in remote areas 

 Youth raised concern about the poor customer care in banks and coercion to take on bank 

products instead of credit opportunities offered by Government 

 Youth requested for more training and skilling especially before taking on credit  

 Involve the youth more in decision making when designing youth related programs 

 NGOs have played a big role in empowering youth so Government should work closely with 

them 

 

A few youth shared their experiences on the various agri-financing opportunities for example Mambo 

Joseph from Ejiouvu Youth Produce Buying &Selling Group, Katrini Sub county. “We received credit 

worth UGX 6,980,000 from youth livelihood program and have so far paid back UGX 1,700,000. We 

received training from Technoserve and ZOA in business management, record keeping, budgeting risk 

management and customer care. This has resulted in change in my behavior, I used to drink but I no longer 

do so and I have attained financial discipline”. 

 

Day one’s activities were concluded with pitching by Financial service providers and agribusinesses and 

concluding remarks from Hilda (SNV Arua YES project) who thanked the organizers and urged the youth 

to put into practice what they had learnt.  

Day two  
Day two’s activities entailed exhibitions punctuated by pitching by exhibitors, quizzes and entertainment 

for the youth. The youth who won the quizzes were awarded with prizes that comprised T-Shirts, and Cash  
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The agri-finance fair was officially closed by Deputy Resident District Commissioner, Arua Hon. Toko 

Shuaib on behalf of RDC, Hon Peter Debele. He handed over certificates to partners who organized the 

event and exhibitors. He encouraged the youth to have a positive attitude towards agriculture and 

embrace it as a business. He urged them to take on agriculture insurance and role models as well as agents 

of change when they return to their homes. 

Key Outcomes from the Event 
Business to Business match making Summary 

a. The agricultural and rural finance platform 

A total of 217 people registered to the online platform which is equivalent to 30% of the total people that 

attended bringing the total number of people subscribed to the platform to 327 

b. Exhibitors  

A total of 27 companies and organizations in agribusiness participated in the business to business match 

making with the objective of supporting the youth in agribusiness to access financial services and other 

agribusiness value chains actors. 30% of the exhibitors were financial services providers who included the 

banks, insurance companies, Sacco’s and financial regulatory authorities. The youth in agribusiness 

supported by SNV YES project, Techno Serve and ZOA exhibited their agribusiness.  

Below is the summary of the categories of exhibitors 

 

c. Financial services provided  

The Type of financial service providers that exhibited were insurance companies (ICEA, SWICO and UAP) 

and commercial banks (Post bank, DFCU, Pride and Housing Finance). Uganda revenue authority provided 

information on tax compliance and agricultural inputs that are exempted on VAT targeting the input 

dealers to increase production.  Uganda Registration services bureau provided information and support 

to the youth on how to register a new business and the necessary requirements which is a critical process 

in establishing a new agri-business. 
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Table showing the number of financial institutions 

 

d. Demanded financial services and agro inputs  

The most demanded financial services were opening a new bank account (29%), which is the starting 

process of accessing financial services like loans and establishing agribusiness transactions. 25% of the 

youth and visitors needed saving accounts. The Savings accounts were demanded by the youth to enable 

them to save for business growth and expansion, a lesson they picked from the agribusiness workshop. 

24% of the youth demanded for credit /loans to expand their business, buy input commodities and agro 

machinery.  

 

Of the various agro inputs that were exhibited, 35% of the youth and visitors demanded for seed/ 

seedlings, this shows that the youth are interested in starting up their business but need to be supported 

to get the right inputs (quality seeds). Other inputs on high demand were equipment and garden tools as 

shown in the graph below. 
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e. Potential clients for follow up  

27 exhibitors received 1-5 potential clients for follow up, 12 companies received between 5-10 potential 

clients to follow up, 22 companies that exhibited received between 10-50 potential clients, 6 companies 

received 50-100 potential clients to follow up with. These were mainly clients for new bank accounts, 

loans and seedlings which were the most demanded products. 

 

f. Business deals made during the exhibitions  

Both financial services and ago input deals were closed during the exhibitions through pitching by the 

providers and the beneficiaries linking up with the providers in a closed one on one discussion. The deals 

were closed through buying inputs like seedlings and filling in bank account opening forms, loan 

application forms among others. On average20 companies both financial and inputs companies closed 

deals between 5-10 clients as shown in the graph below. 
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15 companies closed deals below USD 100 who were mainly the buyers for seedlings and account opening, 

12 companies closed deals between USD 500 and USD 1000. One company closed a deal of USD 5000-

10,000 
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